TIlE RHYTHM OF TIlE UNIVERSE

NEW BIOMECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS
IN SPORTS
The Import8llee of rhythm in sports Is recognized by most
athletes and coaches. This paper presents the specific
electromagnetic particle frequencles that permeate the
UnIverse and affect the growth, development and peTformance
of all of Dature. It Is meant to stimulate the thInkl.og of
scIentists to apply the rhythm of the UnIverse to specific
sports In various ways to enhance pedormance. The many
applications, however. go far beyond the bounds of sports.
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In the recorded hislory of mankind, the study of the
the sun and the planets has fascinated and
challenged the scholars. The building of the pyramids,
StonchenBe, and the Round Towers of Ireland (Ref. 2) il
lustrated that mathematics was a parl of early lIfe, and
the shape of the Parthenon and many art objects broueht
about the term "Golden Mean", meaning a proportion that
was pleasing to the eye. Pythagorus, Plato, DaVinci,
Bernouli, Kepler, and probably many other scholars felt
that there was a certain proportion that was compellin u
and controlled the Universe. It was recognized that a
certain rhythm permeated tile Universe, and that all f!lnt!
kiJ1d was influenced and even driven by some invisil>l
force. The recognition of something rhythmical, sumt:
thin/', my~;tical, something of specific proportions, some
thing that brought about good feelings began as early as
11000 B.C., (Rer. 13) and progressed to tht:: rne<.isurinl~ of
radio waves coming from the Universe.
(Ref. 12) The
chronology of the continual recognition of some force and
the accumulation of knawledge to measure that force i
given in AppendiX I.
Specific numbers relative to the unknown force be~on
when Leonardo Fibonacci introduced a sequence of numbers
in 1202 to predict the multiplication of rabbits.
(Ref. 5)
His series of numbers resulted from the sum of the two
preceding numbers, and continued indefinitely. (1, 2, 3,
5, 8, 13, 21, 34. 55, 89, 14l1, etc.). This gives each
number a ratio of 0.62 to 1.0 to determine the next hieher
number. More precisely, mul tiply a number by 1 + VS / 2 =
1.6180339 to obtain the next higher number. Because Fibo
movement~f
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nacci used only whol numbers, hi series of number w re
not as preci e as 'hey coul have been.
Th
quar root
of 1.6180339 equals 1.2720196 which prod ces intermediate
'numbers in the series, and by mul iplying one and eac s c
cessive number by 1.2720196 a precise series is obtained
that varies considerably from the whole number series.
The
sequence now becomes 1, 1.272. 1. 18,
.058,2.618, 3.33,
IJ.236, 5.398, 6.85IJ, 8.718, 11.09, llJ.106, 17.944, 22.825,
tc.
(See Table I) The "Golden Mean" L rm wa now re
I ted to the Fibon cci series b cause th 8 to 5 atl
approximated the base to h ight ra io of pyramids, the
r ctangular hape of th Parthenon, and many other st
eQ
and
ructures of this proportion.
In the 17U1 century, Jaeob Bernouli used t e "Gol en
Mean" ratio to convert stra~ght lines 1nto a spiral.
If
a Golden R ctan le (sides 1 to 0.618) ha~ a square dr wn
in on end,
noLh r smaller Golden R
angle !'emains.
By continuing this division, a series of squares result a ,
and by connecting the cent r points of e h 'quar , a
s iral results.
(Fi. 1) (Ref. 5)
This spi ai has th
s me ra io as the rect ngles, in that any section is
0.618 as large as the n xt larger squ e.
ernouli al 0
c lIed the spiral an Equiangular spiral, as any line
drawn from the center in ersects the sp'ral at the same
angle.
Bernouli had discovere the proportions of na
ture.
The sh p which en bles growth to occur without
hange in form, as with most shell fish.
Th spiral oc
urs in many forms such as
ram's horn, an elephant's
tu~k. the curve of a b
i.4<ing wave, or an thing where
~Lrength and beauty
re c mbi ed.
Th spi 1 is een in
s mething as small a
the track of a proton in an atom
(R f. 1) and In some hing a large s the shap of the
gal xie:;, or th distance f th pI n ts fr III 1.11
tI.
(R f. 9) Only hr e colors are with"n the vis' i
i~IiL
fr qu nc' s, if th
orrected Fib n" ccl number
c~liated to tho e high f equenci s.
The e ar also the
nly c lor
h
how durin
the flash of the ~p .ctrurn of'
the chromosph re L the beginning and end of a total
eclipse - violet, green,
nd red. The relationship e
tween the ibonacci series nd astrology. architecture,
ar • na ur ! and harmonic rhythm gave the nam "Golden
Mean 11 a number ase to be sed for 11 th' ngs n
rll.
The number are in harmony with that mystical for c p r
me ting the Universe' tha t arfec ts every t.l lng.
The 17~ century e tablished the fact that the I 1 n
ets revolv d around Lhe sun, and many basic laws were
introduced, but it w s not until the 19l1i century thaL
great gains wer made in the areas of magnetism nd el c
tricity.
Th 20~ century brought about gigantic ch ng~s
in all areas unparalle~ in the history of the earth.
Atomic structure, quantum and nucle r physic~, Ein~Lein's
theory of relativity, Freud's theory of the unconsci us
mind, Kirlian's measurements of electrical and magnetic
fieldS in the human bod~ (Ref. 8) the measurement of
wave lengths from the cosmos, and th
wareness that the
human body is effected by the force of the Univ rse.
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It waS,Dot until after World War 11 that Gauquelin
showed that planetary alignment affects personality, and
several researches (Halberg, Knocke, Axelrod, Wurtman,
Moore, Ott) showed that light affected the endocrine
system (Retinal-Hypolhalmic-Endocrine System).
(Ref. 6)
The mysterious force recognized by scholars for centuri
is the frequency of vibration emitted from the Universe
and permeating everything affecting growth and behavior
of all plants and animals.
All five senses occur through vibrations with vary
ing frequencies, coming from a central source, but pas
sing through different media.
(Ref. 7) Visible light
has variable frequencies passing through the air, between
4 x 14 10
and 7 x 14 10
cycles/second resulting in
different colors. Sound results from air vibrations with
frequencies between 20 and 20,000 cycles/second produc
ing different levels of sound. Nerve endings extract
vibrations from solids or liquids stimulating the brain
to differentiate ta~tes. The olfactory nerves transmit
vibrations to the brain through a gaseous medium to dif
ferentiate smells. Touch transmits vibrations to the
brain to differentiate shapes and textures. Bennett in
vented a grip shape that produced optimum vibrations
tactily,which has a 19 0 bend within the hand and an el
liptical proportion of 1 to 1.272.
(Ref. 3) Vibrations
arc common to everything in the Universe, and vibrations
emitted from the Universe are responsible for all the
senses.
Human stress can be explained by comparing the cor
rected Fibonacci numbers to the frequency of the senses.
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TARtE I
iuonacci Numbers

Corrected Fibonacci Numbers
1

1

1.27201965
1.618
2.058
3.33
4.236
5.388
6.85
8.718
11. 09
14.106
17.944
22.825
29.034
36.93 2
46.978
59.757
76.013
96.69
122.991
156.448

2

3

5

8
13

21
34
55
89
144

TABLE II

,Iork

Rest

Me sures/Minute •
18

23

Repetitions per
18 sec.
23
29
37
47
60
76

80 sec.
75
68
60
51
37
22

7
9
11
14
18
23
29

5
7
9
11
14
18
23

29
~'ork

time
9
11
1' ;
1')
23
29
37

-

'one measure of four beats=3.33 sec. equals 18 measures/m1n.
one measure of four beats=2.26 sec. equals 23 measures/min.
one measure of four beats=2.06 sec. equals 29 measures/min.

Certain rhythms and chords in music sound g od, and
certain intensity of sound produce s tisfaction. (R f.
4)
The eye is more plea~ed by certain wave I ngLhs that
differentiate colors, d0 does light inL n~ity and pro
portion of light to darkness.
Th stimulation of h
endocrine system by full spectrum lteht, and certain
frequencies subjected to the body for th
br in L inLcr
pr t resul ts in good heal th.
(Ref. 11)
Th
proper fr 
quencies influence growth, how people feel, and keep
one disease free and functionally efric1ent.
Experimental research has shown that the b dy re
sponds to certain frequencie.
Lazy eye has b en ~or
rected with a strobe flashing at 9 cycles/second.
The
hypnotist uses the same frequency.
The proportion of
1.0 to 0.618 is present in many body proportion,
nd Lh
heart beat rests for 61.8% of a cycle and works for 38.2%
of the cycle.
The ratio of the unconscious wave le gLh
to the COnscious is also 0.618 to 0.382 (Delta 1/2 to 4,
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The~a

4-7, Alpha 7-14, and the conscious Beta 14-22).
If the frequencies transmitted to the brain are
stressful, one can feel irritated, depressed, sleep poor
ly, have indigestion, and have work production reduced.
Prolonged stress can affect metabolism, glandular func
tion, blood count, blood sugar, and water balance.
Poor
lighting has produced lethargy, lack of concentration,
and disciplinary problems in school children, and poor
lighting has affected the health and egg laying capabil
ities of chickens.
(Ref. 10, 11)
The rhythm of the
Universe relates to the rhythm of the brain, which in
fluences health and performance.
The Golden Mean Applied to Sports
Because an athlete is influenced by specific rhythms
and proportions, the proper rhythms and proportions can
be used to improve performance.
A world class kayaker
filmed during a 10,000 meter race, paddled at a stroke
rate of 1.62 seconds in the middle of the race, and pad
dled at 1.38 seconds per cycle during the final sprint.
The corrected fibonacci numbers should be applied to all
sports or exercises to help the athlete determine proper
rhythms.
foot fall patterns of walkers, runners, speed
~katers, and foot rotation speeds for cyclers should
match one of the numbers.
The jump frequency for jump
ing rope, the length of a stride relative to leg lencth
in track and field events. The speed of movement in ten~
nis anQ-golf swings can be measured and matched to a
corrected fibonacci number.
The list could be magni
fied greatly, but it is up to the imagination of the
biomechanist to take any sport or movement pattern and
apply the Golden proportions and corrected fibonacci
frequencies.
This should aid in determining the best
or most efficient way to perform a movement.
The Plagenhoef Exercise Method
One application of the Golden Mean is to relate all
numbers and rhythms in devising an exercise method that
should bring growth and development, muscular balance,
and efficiency offunction of the neurological, vascular,
and muscular systems.
The human body was developed and designed to func
tion bestat certain tempos with periodic work-rest in
tervals.
The devised s stem has aver s ecific tempo
to the movement pattern, a very speci ic exercise to
rest ratio, and very specific limitations to repetitions
and sets of repetitions to control the heart rate and
blood pressure at desired levels.
The system based on
the corrected Fibonacci numbers is as follows:
(See Table 11)
1.
All exercises are performed at specific tempos.
The body movements are done slowly for safety and to
control the force levels throughout the total range of
motion.
The speed of movement is between 35 0 and 65 0
per second depending on the body part moving.
The trunk
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is kept at the slowest speeds and the forearms and lower
legs can safely move at the slightly higher speeds.
The
co re ted Fibonacci numbers that best fit the body mo
tions are 2.618 seconds and 3.3 seconds per ranee of mo
tion.
If an exercise is done to music with each four
be t measure equal to 3.33 seconds, one would get 17.944
measures per 59.757 seconds (three Fibonacci numbers).
If the range of motion of 100 0 took 2.618 seconds, one
would get 22.8 measures per 59.757 seconds, and the speed
of motion would be 380/~~Qond. It is necessary to u e a
metronome or music to the exact ~mpo for best results.
2.
The work to rest ratio is also based on the
corrected Fibonacci numbers.
The Golden Mean ratio of
38% to 62% is the basis for Table II,which give~ steadily
increasing work to rest ratio~ to accomodat
th
low work
levels needed for a hospitalized person, to the high do
mands needed by a world class athlete.
Table 11 also
lists the number of repetitions required for each work
time if the rhythm selected were 18, 23, or 29 measures
per minute.
3.
The weight being moved, as well as the spe d of
motion and work to rest ratio, will a feet the hear
raLe.
Thc weight may be a body part, or it may be a body p r
plus resistance.
The weight should be kept very low at
first, so many repetitions are possible without raising
the heart rate much above your normal.
4.
The number of repetitions are determined from
the heart rate.
By following Table 11, one can exercise
at a certain speed, with a low force level, for a cer
tain number of repetitions, with an exact rest period as
given, and maintain a heart rate at a specific pre-~lec
ted level.
It is important to design an exercise pro
gram that maintains a low level heart rate that can be
gradually increased month by month, giving the body time
to adapt to the new work level.
One should not start out
exercising trying to r ach a hjgh tareat heart rat ,
maintaining it for a cer ain length of time to obtain
that magical aerobic fitness, any more than you would
start lifting heavy weights when starting a weight pro
gram.
Progressive heart training is more import nt than
progr saive weight training.
5.
The number of sets of repetitions done det r
mine the length of the workout.
The same exercise move
ment can be repeated, or a number of different ex rcises
can be done, or a combination can be chosen.
The five
variables are used to control the heart rate and blood
pressurc at a certain level.
The corrected Fibonacci
numbers are used to determine a maximum or target heart
rate and blood pressure to establish an exerci e progre'
sion wjth small intervals of increase.
As an example:
a person in poor physical condition (taken from line one
of Table 11), starts out with five repetitions and re ts
for 80 seconds using a tempo of 18 measures per minut
The heart rate should stabilize at a very low rate of no
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more th~n 89 beats/minute if the resting heart rate is
70/minul0 (heart rate x 1.272 = target).
Continue doin8
sets of five repetitions until the heart rate remains
the same for four sets.
If the rate exceeds 89/minute,
the exercise is terminated at that point.
However, if
the tar~et heart rate was not reached, slightly more
wel~ht can be used, more repetitions done, or the work
to rest ratio chanced.
If the heart rate did not get up
to the calculated maximum, the next exercise sequence
could be:
seven repetitions, rest 75 seconds, and stop
the sets when the first target is reached (89).
A fit person would find that they could work at a
higher level on the chart (Table 11).
Line 5 would re
quire 1~ repetitions and a rest of 51 seconds between
sets, and if this did not get the heart rate up to 89,
the repetitions could be increased to 18 with a rest of
37 seconds.
The target heart rates are changed over a
period of months as a person's body adapts to the train
ing.
The adaptation is measured by taking the blood
pressure, which also has a target maximum based on the
corrected Fibonacci numbers.
For a normal heart rate of
70, the maximum target should change from 89 to 97 to
113 to 125 to 1~0 to 159 and to 183.
The blood pressure
of 120/70 should not exceed 152/89 (resting blood pres
sure x 1.272) and the high for a fit person would be:
(resting x 1.382 which = 166/96).
If the diastolic
press~e increases out of proportion to the systolic,
the exercises should be terminated.
This proper mixture of tempo, weight used, repeti
tions done, number of sets done, and the work to rest
ratio will allow control of the heart rate and blood
pressure.
Everyone should progress gradually from a
low heart rate level to the next higher level regardless
of the starting fitness level.
This graduated exercise
program based on the corrected Fibonacci numbers can be
used by heart and stroke patients as well as the fittest
athlete to balance all bodily systems and correct par
tially functioning systems for better health.

APPENDIX I
Chronology of Contributors
to Rhythm of the Universe
1.

3000
~OOO

BC

Babylonian, Egyptian, Chinese, Indian 
knowledge of astrology.

2.

2600 BC

Great Pyramid of Giza - Dimensions ap
proximate "The Golden Mean."

3.

2000 BC

Stonehenge - The alignment of stones
showed precise knowledge of astronomy.
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500 BC

Pythagoras - Recognized the order of
the Universe expressed by numb rs.

5.

1j00 BC

Greek knowledge of astronomy Parthenon
(Greek art using the Golden Rectanp,Je.)
Plato - [~rtain proportions were the
Secret of th Universe. Phidias - Greek
sculptor who applied the "Golden Mean"
to the body.

6.

150 AD

Ptolemy  All planets and sun revolve
around the earth. His theory accept d
for about 1ljOO years. 11 recognized
retrograd tion.

7.

700 AD

The Celts built the Round Towers of
Ireland showing special electro maBncL
ic conducting power~.

8.

1202 AD

Leonardo Fibonacci - Intr d lced Ara Le
numbers to the world. Discovered the
proportions of the "Golden Mean," a term
used by early Greeks meaning a ratLo
pleasing to the eye.

9.

1509 AD

Leonardo DaVinci - Scientific insj·'Ilt into
proportions and wrote De Divina Pro
portione.

10.

1550 AD

Copernicus - The first to sho~1 th' worl d
that everything revolved around the ~un,
not the earth.

11.

1602 1\0

G~lil
- Wrote law of falling bodL
and was th first to use ltle t I scope
in astronomy.

12.

1602 AD

Gilbert - Wrote law of magnetism.

13.

1609 AD

Kepler - Established the three great laws
of plan tary motion to prove the theor~es
of Cupcrnicus.

11j •

1650 AD

Descartes - Introduced analytical geo
metry.

15.

1687 AD

Newton - Introduced several mathematical
principles and explained Kepler's laws.

16.

HJ90 AD

Bcrnouli - Derived the Golden Spiral
(Equiangular Spiral) from the Golden Mean.

1'7.

1808 1\0

Dalton - Introduced atomic theory.

18.

1810 AD

Vol ta and Gal vani - Pr'oduced rrJClny c'xper'
ments in electricity.
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19.

1850 AD

Voule and Mayor - Wrote law of conservo
tion of energy.

20.

1859 AD

Darwin  Proposed theory of oriGin of
species.

21.

1860 AD

Faraday 

Experiments in r:J_',ctricity.

22.

1873 AD

Maxwell 
tricity.

Work on mac;netism and (:1 ec

23.

1879 AD

Edison 
lamp.

24.

1884 AD

Tesla, N. - Father of the electrical in
dustrial revolution with many invenl~orl~.

25.

1895 AD

Roentgen - Introduced X Rays.

26.

1903 AD

Planck - Introduced Quantum Theory.

27.

1905 AD

Einstein, A. - Introduced Theory of
Relativity.

28.

1913 AD

Bohr - Showed atomic strilcture.

29.

1920 AD

Urey, Gamow, Hoyle - Leaders in the New
Astronomy.

,

Invention of the

incandc~cent

30.

1920 AD

Freud - Presented Theory of the Uncon
scious 1'-1 ind.

31.

1927 AD

Lang~

32.

1927 AD

Volker - Showed that body based rhythms
affect body temperature changes, basal
metabolism, pulse, and blood pressure.

33.

1932 AD

Jansky, K. - Discovered radio waves from
the cosmos.

34.

1945 AD

Southworth, G. - Discovered centimeter
wavelengths from the sun.

35.

19116 AD

Nelson, J. - Predicted interference from
sunspots due to the sun-planetary rela
tionships.

36.

1950 AD

Gauquelin, M. - Through statistical work
on thousands, he showed that planetary
alignment affects
personality.

37.

1953 AD

Halberg - Did experimental work on the
Circadian rhythm showing daily bodily
changes.

- Showed that early blindness re
tards growth and produces skeletal
problems.
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38.

1956 AD

Knoche - Showed light effcct on pitui
t ry'gland through Retino-HypoLhal mic
path.

39.

1967 AD

Sleeper, H. P. - M asur d an 8I1cr't.z re
sonance Jetw en the earth and its
ionisphere.

40.

1969 AD

Wurtman, A.P. - Won the Nobel prize in
1970 showing that light through the ey ,
affected the pineal gland, and that th re
are biological consequences of living
under artificial light, ra her than sun
light.

41 .

1969 AD

Moore - Showed the neural connection of
light to th pineal el"lId.

42.

1973 AD

Ott, J. - Wrote "H a1th and Li L" s a
culmination of 40 ycars of wOr'k IJowi n
the effect of full spectrum light and
less than full spectrum on pI nand
animals.

43.

1974 AD

Selye, H. - Wrote "Stre s" tt) shm! that
stress of any kind c n lead to abnormal
ities and pathologic I change in
org nisms.

44.

1977 AD

Dean, G. - His advances in a~troloeY
showed how planets ffect the earLil.

1977 AD

Bennett, J. - Patented a h mfle that
fit the hand proportions and was base
on 1 to 1.272 with a 19 0 bend.

46.

1979 AD

Callahan, P. - Recorded monopoles and
tachyons using a fig tree.

47.

1979 AD

Hollwich - Light ntering the eye t' gll
lates and stimulates numerous au onomic
and hormonal processe~.

48.

1981 AD

Cole, F. - Postulated th t man dwells in
a field of North-South m gnets - cl cLrio
dipoles capable of dis3ssociation in "
pairs of monopoles that re t r'ct·cJ Lo
organic and nonorganic thin8S on ;:lrLll.
SOllle partic cs are call d tacllyulI:J l> ,
cause they move at peeds gr~aLer Lh."ln
the speed of light.

49.

1981 AD

Dewey, E. - Studied mysterious force
that trigger nine year cycle' in na Ul"~,

50.

1983 AD

Mont omery, P. - Evidcnce that Ull? st~ k
market fluctuated with the plan tary
forces effecting humans.
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51.

1984 AD

Plagenhoef S. and Bennett, J. - Bennett
Ergonomic Labs, corrected the Fibonacci
sequence, and discovered the relation
ship between this mathematical sequence
and the force and frequencies of the
Universe.

52.

1985 AD

Plagenhoef S. - Bennett ErGonomic Labs,
developed the PlaGenhoef Exercise Sys
tem from the rhythm of the Universe.
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